Highlights  1. 31 P NMR provides a sensitive and non-destructive method for lipidomic analysis of bacterial membranes containing labile aminoacyl phosphatidylglycerols.  2. Effective membrane neutralisation in bilayers containing lysyl-phosphatidylglycerol is only achieved under mildly acidic conditions.  3. Lipid ion-pairing in bacterial lipid extracts containing fully-ionised lysyl-phosphatidylglycerol elicits modest ordering effects detectable in air/water interface monolayers.  4. Increased quantities of fully-ionised lysyl-phosphatidylglycerol in model bacterial membranes significantly reduce binding and partitioning of antimicrobial peptides.
Introduction
The mildly acidic conditions encountered at a number of human epithelia constitute part of the intrinsic barrier to bacterial colonisation and infection. The fact that these epithelial surfaces are colonised by a number of different species of commensal bacteria suggests that these organisms have evolved mechanisms for tolerating the localised level of acidity and other intrinsic defences exhibited by their hosts (Hornef et al., 2005) . In the case of opportunistic pathogens such as Staphylococcus aureus, the ability to survive under the pressure of such epithelial defences may also provide some clues as to their ability to invade soft tissues and establish infections.
The link between resistance to the human antimicrobial peptides (AMP) which form part of the innate immune defences at epithelia and changes in the plasma membrane phospholipid composition of S. aureus has long been established (Li et al., 2007) . Increasing biosynthesis of the cationic lipid lysyl-phosphatidylglycerol (L-PG) via the upregulation of the membrane-integral lysyl transferase MprF, facilitates resistance to cationic AMP in vitro via the putative neutralisation of the plasma membrane charge as the proportion of L-PG reaches parity with anionic lipids (mostly phosphatidylglycerol) (Andra et al., 2011; Staubitz et al., 2004) . Mildly acidic environments also increase the biosynthesis of L-PG in S. aureus, and may play a more important part in its functional role than has hitherto been considered (Denich et al., 2003; Nesbitt and Lennarz, 1968) . Since the L-PG headgroup ( fig. 1 ) possesses three ionisable groups with distinct pKa values (Tocanne et al., 1974) , the local pH of the lipid will determine whether or not it is likely to form ion-pairs with adjacent anionic lipids to facilitate plasma membrane neutralisation. The pKa of the L-PG headgroup -amine has been determined to be ~7.0 making plasma membrane neutralisation more likely in mildly acidic environments (Tocanne et al., 1974) , which may explain why earlier in vitro assessments of the role of L-PG in AMP resistance yielded equivocal results (Khatib et al., 2016; Kilelee et al., 2010) .
Biophysical assessment of the role of L-PG in resistance to cationic antimicrobials has been hampered by the highly labile nature of the lipid under neutral and mildly alkaline conditions (Danner et al., 2008) , as this means that it is readily hydrolysed when subjected to vesicle manufacturing procedures such as ultrasonication and analysis techniques such as x-ray diffraction. This has led to the synthesis of stable analogues of L-PG (Cox et al., 2014; Rehal, 2014) which can be used more effectively in biophysical experiments with long measurement timescales, which aim to elucidate the physical mechanisms of membrane defence facilitated by L-PG in synthetic membranes. In this study, we have attempted to circumvent the problem of L-PG instability by using freshly prepared polar lipid extracts (analysed using 31 P-NMR) from different clinically relevant methicillin resistant S. aureus (MRSA) strains, in rapid biophysical assays performed to assess the physical effects of L-PG in reconstituted lipid membranes and the putative roles of membrane lipid composition and environmental pH in AMP resistance.
We have examined the effect of both L-PG content and pH on MRSA lipid extracts in membrane mimetic monolayers and bilayers using a combination of Langmuir isotherms and zeta-potential measurements. The degree to which such systems can resist interaction with the model AMP magainin 2 F5W at pHs mimicking those of the skin (pH ~5.5) and blood compartments of the body (pH 7.4), was determined by adapting the monolayer technique to measure peptide partitioning after subphase injection, and by assessing the depth of peptide penetrating into MRSA lipid bilayers using neutron diffraction. In addition to these physico-chemical studies we also conducted a phenotypic analysis of the effects of mild acidity on L-PG biosynthesis in our MRSA strains, using 31 P NMR lipidomics. Our findings show that pH not only influences membrane lipid composition, but it also directly affects membrane charge, rigidity and AMP interaction.
Materials and Methods

Materials
Brain heart infusion (BHI) media was used for all bacterial cultures and was purchased from Oxoid, UK. Concentrated hydrochloric acid (12.4 M, 38.0%), ethanol (99.9%), d-chloroform with 0.03% (v/v) tetra-methyl silane (≥99.8 %D atom), ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (≥98.0%), tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (>99.0%), glacial acetic acid, sodium sulphate (>99.0%), deuterium oxide (99.9%), sucrose (≥99.5%) and sodium chloride ACS reagent (≥99.0%), were all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, UK, and used as supplied. Methanol, chloroform and ethanol were purchased from Fisher Scientific, UK, and used as supplied. 1,2-O-dipalmitoylsn-glycero-3-phospho-(1'-rac-glycerol) sodium salt (DPPG), 1,2-O-dipalmitoyl-snglycero-3-[phospho-rac-(3-lysyl(1-glycerol))] chloride salt (DPL-PG) and 1,1',2,2'tetramyristoyl cardiolipin ammonium salt (TMCL) were all purchased with >99.0% purity from Avanti Polar Lipids, USA.
Bacterial Strains
The five S. aureus clinical isolates used in this study (Table 1) were kindly provided by the Centre for Clinical Infection and Diagnostics Research (CIDR), at Guy's and St. Thomas' NHS Foundation Trust Hospital in London, UK (GSTT) . All these strains were isolated from bacteraemia patients hospitalised between 2001 and 2009. The strains were selected on the basis of CIDR in-house testing and data assessment, which identified their clonal group assignment (multi-locus sequence type and Spa type), together with their methicillin resistance status and vancomycin minimum inhibitory concentrations (MIC).
Phospholipid extraction and quantification
Each strain of S. aureus (Table 1) was pre-cultured in 50 ml BHI broth for 18 hours at 37°C with continuous shaking at 100 rpm. A 1 ml aliquot from each specific preculture was then used to inoculate 400 ml of BHI broth with initial pHs of either 7.4, or 5.5 (adjusted with concentrated hydrochloric acid prior to sterilisation). The culture was then incubated in 400 ml BHI for 18 hours at 37°C with constant shaking at 100 rpm. After incubation, the bacterial suspension was centrifuged on a Beckman Coulter J2-21 (Beckman Coulter, UK) at 10 000 rpm for 20 minutes at 4°C and the resulting pellet was washed twice with 50 ml of 150 mM sodium chloride solution adjusted to either pH 5.5 or 7.4 (depending on the initial culture pH), by vortexing the pellet until it was fully resuspended and then centrifuging again at 10 000 rpm for 20 minutes at 4°C.
The polar lipids were extracted using an adapted Bligh and Dyer (Bligh and Dyer, 1959) method in order to preserve the alkali-labile L-PG. Two grams of the washed bacterial pellet were vortexed for 5 minutes with 40 ml of chloroform/methanol solution (2:1 v/v) and 0.26 ml of 2 M HCl to create a single phase. The mixture was then incubated for 90 minutes at 37°C with 100 rpm agitation prior to the addition of 16.6 mL of 150 mM sodium chloride solution (pH 2.0), to create two separate phases. The two-phase system was vortexed for 5 minutes and then centrifuged using a Beckman Coulter Allegra X-12 (Beckman Coulter, UK) at 3750 rpm for 30 minutes at 20°C. The upper aqueous phase was removed and any insoluble cell debris present at the interface between the phases was discarded. The lower organic layer was then added to 13.2 ml methanol and 16.6 ml of pH 2.0 saline (acidified with concentrated HCl) and centrifuged again at 3750 rpm for 30 minutes at 20°C. The upper aqueous layer was removed and any residual solvents were evaporated under reduced pressure and the resultant lipid film dissolved in a dchloroform/methanol/sodium chloride (150 mM, pH 2) solution (2:1:0.1 v/v/v). The lipid extraction method was repeated in triplicate with all S. aureus strains (Table 1) to obtain the mean relative abundance of the phospholipids in each strain. 31 P NMR was performed on the lipid extract samples in addition to DPPG, DPL-PG and TMCL standards at 298.1K and 161.98 MHz, using a Bruker 400 NMR spectrometer (Bruker, Karlsruhe, Germany). The spectra obtained were decoupled against 1 H at 400 MHz. All samples were scanned for 3000 cycles at 10 μs pulses. Spectral peaks corresponding to the S. aureus phospholipids were then compared to those obtained from the lipid standards and were fitted with a Voigt area function using the program Peakfit Version 4.12 (Systat software, San Jose, USA), to determine relative quantities of the phospholipids present (Systat software 2012). The fitted areas obtained for Cardiolipin were divided by a factor of two to take into account the presence of two phosphate groups in the lipid.
Pressure-area isotherms of S. aureus polar lipid extract monolayers
Solutions of S. aureus lipid extracts in chloroform (1 mg/ml) were deposited dropwise onto the surface of a Nima 612D Langmuir trough (NIMA technologies, Coventry, UK) containing an aqueous subphase of 10 mM Tris-acetate (1:1 mol/mol) buffer adjusted to either pH 5.5 or 7.4 with concentrated HCl. The lipid monolayer was equilibrated for 15 min prior to data acquisition to allow all residual chloroform to evaporate and then isotherms were collected through ten cycles at 23°C with a barrier speed of 25 cm 2 /min, in triplicate. For each cycle, the maximum surface pressure of the monolayer was limited to 40 mN/m and the minimum surface pressure was set at 0 mN/m. In order to obtain isotherms as plots of surface pressure against molecular area, the average molecular weight of the lipids in each extract ( Table 2) was estimated from their proportions as determined by 31 P NMR using previously published data reporting S. aureus fatty acid quantification (Singh et al., 2008) and the likely counter ions present in the subphase.
The area per molecule for each lipid extract (A 0 ) was then calculated by extrtapolating the tangent to the isotherm at ~40 mN/m to intercept with the x-axis. The surface compressional modulus (K s ) (Gaines, 1966) for each extract was then calculated using:
where, Π is the surface pressure in mN/m.
The compressional modulus is a quantitative measure of the elasticity of a monolayer as a function of molecular area and provides an insight into the phase transitions present in the isotherm. A K s value between 50 and 100 mN/m is considered to be characteristic of the liquid expanded (LE) phase, whereas a value between 100 and 250 mN/m is characteristic of the liquid condensed (LC) phase (Dynarowicz-Latka and Hac-Wydro, 2004).
Zeta potential measurements on S. aureus polar lipid extract vesicles
Vesicle dispersions were produced from S. aureus lipid extracts by solvating dried lipid films with 10 mM Tris-acetate buffer adjusted to either pH 5.5 or 7.4. Multilamellar vesicles (MLVs) of the bacterial lipid extracts were formed by freeze-thaw cycling between -200°C with liquid nitrogen and 50°C in a water bath. The bacterial MLVs were then annealed at 25°C for 60 min prior to measuring their zeta potential.
Zeta potential measurements were carried out on the reconstituted lipid extract vesicles, dispersed in 10 mM Tris-acetate buffer (at both pH 5.5 and 7.4) at 25°C with a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments Ltd. Worcestershire, UK) using 750 µl folded capillary cells (Malvern Instruments Ltd., UK). The measurement parameters for refractive index and viscosity were set to 1.333 and 0.8872 cP respectively. The samples were measured in triplicate for all lipid extracts from all S. aureus strains at both pHs.
Subphase injection of magainin 2 F5W antimicrobial peptide
Monolayers of S. aureus 476 bacterial lipid extracts, harvested from batch cultures grown at either pH 7.4 or pH 5.5, were deposited at the air/liquid interface of a custommade 110 ml polytetrafluoroethane trough with a surface area of the 86.2 cm 2 , in order to achieve a stable surface pressure of ~30 mN/m at 23°C. The aqueous subphase consisted of 10 mM Tris-acetate buffer adjusted to either pH 5.5 or 7.4. The deposited monolayers were allowed to stabilize under constant gentle agitation using a magnetic stirring plate placed beneath the trough, whilst the surface pressure was constantly monitored using a PS4 pressure sensor (Nima Technology, Coventry, U.K.) fitted with a Wilhelmy plate (Whatman 1 Chr). After achieving a stable measurement of the surface pressure for 200 s, 200 μl of magainin 2 F5W at a concentration of 400 µM, dissolved in the appropriate buffer, was injected underneath the monolayer, the surface pressure being continuously recorded until0020no further changes were observed. The final concentration of peptide in the subphase was 3.6 µM, which is above the concentration at which magainin 2 is sufficiently surface active (δΠ > 20 mN/m) to achieve maximal interfacial adsorption in subphases of varying ionic strengths (Bucki et al., 2004; Lad et al., 2007) . Using the estimates for the mean molecular weights of the S. aureus 476 lipid extracts reported in Table 2 and their mean molecular areas at 30 mN/m (Figure 3) , the average number of lipid molecules deposited at the air/liquid interface was calculated to be ~2 × 10 16 . The number of magainin 2 F5W molecules injected into the bulk was ~2.4 × 10 16 , giving a lipid/peptide molar ratio of 1:1.2. All samples were run in triplicate and data was then analysed by plotting the change in surface pressure (δΠ) against time (t) after peptide injection and fitting the curves using a Gompertz function (Winsor, 1932) , in order to obtain kinetic parameters to compare the rate surface pressure change resulting from the peptide partitioning into each monolayer:
Where δΠ is the change in surface pressure in mN/m, t i is the time taken in seconds to reach the inflection point of the sigmoidal curve, and k is the overall rate constant in s -1 .
Neutron diffraction of S. aureus lipid extracts
Orientated multilayers were produced from 10 mg samples of polar lipid extracts from S. aureus 476 grown at either pH 5.5 or 7.4, by evenly depositing the lipids onto the polished faces of two separate pre-cleaned 50.8 ± 0.5 mm diameter, 275 ± 20 μm thick silicon wafers (Silicon Materials, Kaufering, Germany) from 1 ml chloroform solutions. Samples of the two lipid extracts containing magainin 2 F5W (at lipid/peptide molar ratios of 50:1) were prepared in the same way, by co-deposition from solution in chloroform. The silicon discs were then stored under a low-pressure atmosphere to ensure that all the chloroform was evaporated. The coated discs were then placed above a saturated Na2SO4 bath in a hermetically sealed vessel (to obtain an atmosphere with ~85% relative humidity) and incubated for 24 hours at 50°C. The coated discs were mounted on to a goniometer placed in a sealed temperature-controlled aluminium chamber on the D16 neutron diffractometer beamline at the Institut Laue-Langevin (Grenoble, France) (Sebastiani et al., 2012) . The humidity and sample contrasts were controlled by using the D16 humidity chamber (Perino-Gallice et al., 2002) and varying the H2O or D2O content of the internal bath reservoir at different temperatures (21-25°C), whilst the temperature at the sample position was maintained at a constant 25°C. The samples were examined by neutron diffraction using a beam of 4.74 Å wavelength neutrons with a 1% spread, focused at the sample position by a pyrolitic graphite monochromator, with a fixed detector distance of 1 m. Diffraction profiles (Intensity vs. 2θ) were compiled for each sample by performing sample angle (θ) scans at various fixed detector positions. Strong reflections were measured for short times (~30 min) whereas weaker ones were measured for ~2-3 hours to improve the signal to noise ratio of the higher orders of diffraction. The diffraction profiles (Intensity vs. Q) for each sample were fitted with an exponential function using Sigmaplot V 12.0 (Systat Software, San Jose, California, USA) to subtract the background scattering. The corrected diffraction peaks were then individually modelled with a Voigt area function to calculate the neutron diffraction peak area (I(h)), amplitude (a0), centre (a1), width (a2) and shape (a3) parameters:
Where, h is the order of neutron diffraction. The mean value of a1 from each order of diffraction (n) was then used to calculate the lamellar repeat spacing (d-spacing, ):
= n 2 sin ⁄ (4) To reconstruct the one-dimensional bilayer SLD profile, the absolute bilayer structure factor (F(h)) of each order of neutron diffraction were required. F(h) is related to the intensity of the neutron diffraction order, I(h), using (Saxena and Schoenborn, 1977) :
Where, L 1 (h) is the angular velocity term 1/sin 2, L 2 (h) is a factor correcting for sample mosaicity and L 3 (h) is a factor correcting for sample absorption and geometry (Saxena and Schoenborn, 1977) . The correctional factors L 2 (h) and L 3 (h) were determined by using the D16 instrument Large Array Manipulation Program (LAMP) software (Richard et al., 1996) , however L 1 (h) was determined whilst calculating the structure factors (Leonard et al., 2001) . Due to the sample being centrosymmetric, the sign of F(h) for each order could have been positive or negative. Therefore to determine the sign of F(h), contrast variation was employed with both H2O and D2O contrasts where the linear dependence of F(h) at a given order, h, was determined versus D2O content (Worcester and Franks, 1976 ) (see Supporting Information). Following F(h) sign assignment the Patterson map or relative SLD profile of the bilayer in real space perpendicular to the bilayer interface, p(z),was calculated using (Buldt et al., 1979; Pebaypeyroula et al., 1994) :
Where, z (the bilayer normal) is the direction perpendicular to the plane of the bilayer.
Results
Polar lipid extract phospholipid quantification
Prior to the analysis of the bacterial lipid extracts, standards of dipalmitoyl lysylphosphatidylglycerol (DPL-PG), dipalmitoylphosphatidylglycerol (DPPG) and tetramyristoyl cardiolipin (TMCL) were examined in order to detect their chemical shift values in a 31 P NMR spectrum (Figure 2A ). The resonance signals of both DPL-PG and TMCL appeared as singlets, which suggested their phosphates adopt a single charge state under the slightly acidic conditions employed. In the case of TMCL which possesses two phosphate groups, under the conditions used for the measurement, the negative charge is shared between the phosphates due to an internal hydrogen bond (Figure 1 ), therefore both phosphates experience the same magnetic environment giving rise to the single resonance signal in the 31 P NMR spectrum (Haines, 2009) . Two resonance signals would also be expected for DPL-PG under mildly acidic conditions, due to the existence of ionised and unionised phosphate in the lipid in this environment (L-PG phosphate pKa ~1-3) (Tocanne et al., 1974) , however this was not observed. The appearance of one resonance signal for DPL-PG was most likely due to the phosphate always presenting as unionized, as a result of shielding via protonation or by association with either of the protonated amine groups of the lipid headgroup. The only resonance signal for which a split could be detected was DPPG, where a small additional upfield signal was observed ( Figure 2A) . The presence of an additional resonance signal in the DPPG spectrum suggested the phosphate of DPPG was experiencing two different magnetic environments, possibly due to association with different counter-ions.
The 31 P NMR spectra obtained for the natural lipid extracts from all the S. aureus strains varied markedly in position and intensity of the PG peaks ( Figure 2B ). This large variation in PG peak appearance was most likely due to the uncontrolled types of counter-ions present in the lipid extracts, which may have had different charge densities and shielding effects on the PG phosphate. However, these inconsistencies in the appearance of the PG resonance signals posed little problem for the relative lipid quantification of PG, the peaks were easily identified by chemical shift then fitted separately and summed in the final analysis to give an accurate relative quantification of the PG in the lipid extract (Table 2) .
Considering the phospholipid content of the five S. aureus strains used in this study, only MRSA G33 showed no significant difference in phospholipid composition at pH 5.5 compared to pH 7.4 (p > 0.05, Mann-Whitney U test). All of the other S. aureus strains tested showed a significant increase in the proportion of L-PG and a concomitant decrease in PG content at pH 5.5 compared to pH 7.4 (p < 0.05, Mann-Whitney U test) (Table 2) . Interestingly, the growth yield of MRSA G33 gave a final wet weight of ~0.2 g from 400 ml BHI media at pH 5.5, compared to ~0.4 g at pH 7.4. Such a low yield at pH 5.5 suggested the bacteria had low tolerance to the pH 5.5 growth conditions. For all of the other strains, final growth yields of ~0.5 g wet weight were obtained from 400 ml BHI media cultures at both pH 7.4 and 5.5 and displayed L-PG content close to ~50% total phospholipid content at pH 5.5 (Table 2) which is consistent with previous findings (Gould and Lennarz, 1970) .
Pressure-area isotherms of S. aureus polar lipid extract monolayers
The pressure-area isotherms obtained from S. aureus lipid extracts grown under different culture conditions and measured on subphases at either pH 5.5 or 7.4 ( Figure 3) show a high degree of variability in both lift-off pressure and average molecular area at 40 mN/m, whilst retaining similar overall expanded monolayer characteristics. This variability was most likely due to the presence of impurities in the lipid extracts, which would have led to inaccuracies in the calculation of their average molecular weights (Table 2) . Therefore, when it comes to comparing physical characteristics between the monolayers, measures which require the calculation of extrapolated areas per molecule (such as the surface compressional modulus) will not be very reliable. However, comparing the K s values for monolayers composed from the same lipid extracts on different subphases (Table 2) is possible. The trend for both pH 7.4 and 5.5 culture extracts measured on subphases buffered at pH 7.4 and 5.5, was the same for all of the S. aureus extracts tested, the K s at pH 5.5 was higher than that obtained at pH 7.4. Only in the case of the pH 7.4 extract for MRSA G33, was this difference not statistically significant (p > 0.05, Mann-Whitney U test). This suggests that for all but one of the lipid extracts, acidifying the subphase reduces the elasticity of the monolayer.
The slope of the tangent to the isotherms at 40 mN/m (t 40 ) ( Table 2) , may provide a more reliable means of comparison between the extracts obtained for the same strains from different culture pHs, since this provides an indication of monolayer compressibility without taking into account the extrapolated area per molecule. A more negative t 40 value indicates a steeper tangent and therefore a more condensed (less compressible) monolayer. When the t 40 values for each extract on the different subphases were compared, the same trend observed for the K s was found, whereby for all but the MRSA G33 pH 7.4 extract, the values were significantly more negative (p < 0.05, Mann-Whitney U test) for the pH5.5 subphase than for the one at pH 7.4. Comparing the t 40 of the different extracts from the same strains, showed that for S. aureus 476 and MRSA strains G32 and H66, the pH 5.5 extracts on pH 5.5 subphase, were significantly more condensed than the pH 7.4 extracts on pH 7.4 subphase (p < 0.05, Mann-Whitney U test), both MRSA strains G33 and H64 showed no significant difference between the t 40 values (p > 0.05, Mann-Whitney U test) of these two samples.
Analysis of each isotherm by plotting the first derivative (data not shown) revealed the presence of a transition point which we have considered to represent the onset of the transition between the liquid expanded and liquid condensed phases of the isotherms (LE/LC transition) ( Figure 3 , Table 2 ). For each of the extracts, with the exception of MRSA G33, the LE/LC transition occurs at a lower surface pressure on the pH 5.5 subphase than it does on pH 7.4 subphase. This again suggests that for S. aureus 476 and MRSA strains G32, H64 and H66, a modest monolayer condensing effect occurs when the subphase is acidified. Again, with the exception of MRSA G33, the greatest difference in LE/LC transition pressure was observed between the pH 7.4 extracts on a pH 7.4 subphase, and pH 5.5 extracts on a pH 5.5 subpahse.
Zeta potential measurements on S. aureus polar lipid extract vesicles
The MLVs formed from the pH 7.4 S. aureus lipid extracts exhibited highly negative zeta potentials (between -50 to -70 mV) in pH 7.4 buffer (Table 2) . However, when the pH 7.4 lipid extracts were dispersed as MLVs in a pH 5.5 buffer, there was a significant shift of ~10 mV to a less negative zeta potential compared to the pH 7.4 buffer (p < 0.05, Mann-Whitney U test). Similar treatment of lipids extracted from bacteria cultured at pH 5.5 yielded differences between the zeta potentials in pH 7.4 and pH 5.5 buffers which were highly dependent upon the proportion of L-PG found in each extract ( Table 2 ). The zeta potentials for the pH 5.5 MRSA G33 extract MLVs, which showed little difference in lipid composition between the two extracts (~30% L-PG in both cases), were found not to be significantly different (p < 0.05, Mann-Whitney U test) from those obtained from pH 7.4 extracts in both buffers. This was in marked contrast to the results observed for S. aureus 476 and MRSA strains G32 and H66 pH 5.5 extracts, all of which had L-PG contents >50% total phospholipid, which exhibited positive zeta potentials in the mildly acidic buffer. The MRSA H64 pH 5.5 lipid extract MLVs (~44% L-PG content) were effectively neutralized (~ -3 mV) in the pH 5.5 buffer.
Subphase injection of magainin 2 antimicrobial peptide
Injection of the antimicrobial peptide magainin 2 F5W into the subphase beneath monolayers formed from S. aureus 476 polar lipid extracts held at a fixed area, gives rise to an increase in surface pressure (δΠ) which is indicative of partitioning of the peptide into the monolayer (Figure 4 ) (Maget-Dana, 1999) . The kinetics of magainin 2 F5W adsorption at the interface (Table 3) is therefore dependent upon the affinity of the peptide for the pre-adsorbed lipid monolayer. Although the kinetic parameters obtained from the Gompertz function fits (Figure 3) show a high degree of variability (Table 3) , this is most likely a result of the relatively large subphase volume through which the peptide had to diffuse. Nevertheless, the values for the maximum change in surface pressure (δΠmax) are consistent for each sample and clearly show that both monolayer composition and subphase pH greatly affect the degree of peptide adsorption.
For lipid extracts obtained from bacteria cultured at both pH 7.4 and pH 5.5, reducing the pH of the subphase leads to a decrease in δΠmax. In the case of the pH 7.4 extract, acidification of the subphase has little effect on the rate of surface pressure increase (k = 0.005 s -1 in both subphases) but, in addition to a slight attenuation of peptide affinity (δΠmax reduced by ~2 mN/m), there is a noticeable lag in the onset of the partitioning (t i occurs later). For the pH 5.5 extract, acidification of the subphase has a greater effect on peptide affinity (δΠmax reduced by ~8.5 mN/m compared to the pH 7.4 extract at neutral pH) and although the rate of partitioning is markedly reduced (k = 0.013 s -1 ), the interaction reaches equilibrium relatively quickly (t i occurs earliest). These results clearly indicate that an increased L-PG content of the monolayer (in pH 5.5 extracts) together with the interfacial charge alteration which is likely to occur at the lower pH lead to a significant attenuation of the partitioning capability of magainin 2 F5W.
Neutron diffraction of S. aureus lipid extracts
The neutron diffraction profiles for fully hydrated (~100% RH) S. aureus 476 polar lipid extracts from both pH 7.4 and pH 5.5 cultures ( Figure 5 and Supporting Information) could be indexed as lamellar phases, with a d-repeat spacing of 63.1 Å, which is similar to the repeat spacing previously measured by X-ray diffraction for Escherichia coli polar lipid extracts at the same temperature (~60 Å) (Staudegger et al., 2000) .
In order to obtain more detail of the bilayer structure, SLD profiles of the bilayers from the pH 5.5 and 7.4 lipid extracts at ~100% humidity, were constructed as described in the Methods section. The resolution of SLD profiles is highly dependent on the number of orders of diffraction measured, and in both lipid extracts a maximum of three diffraction orders were detected therefore giving rise to SLD profiles of relatively low resolution, which can nevertheless yield useful estimates of bilayer thicknesses (Rappolt, 2010) . Such low-resolution SLD profiles are typical of the Lα phase which contains lipids with high mobility, leading to reduction in the amount of coherent scattering (Pabst et al., 2010) .
The SLD profiles of both pH 5.5 and 7.4 lipid extracts ( Figure 5 insets) show that both bilayers were of comparable thickness (measured from the distance between the two, symmetrical positive SLD maxima). The hydrocarbon regions (the symmetrical regions either side of the zero on x axis which denotes the centre of the bilayer) of both bilayers had a thickness of ~26 Å, which is consistent with the dominant hydrocarbon chain species in each extract being branched C15 fatty acids (Singh et al., 2008) . The SLD of the hydrocarbon regions of both pH lipid extracts were similar across the whole span of the hydrocarbon core and suggested both bilayers existed with a similar lateral density. The thicknesses of the headgroup regions of both lipid extract bilayers were estimated to be ~8-9 Å (Figure 5 insets) making them consistent with a mean headgroup thickness consisting of L-PG (10-12 Å), PG (6-7 Å) and CL (~7-8 Å) (as estimated from molecular densities) (Armen et al., 1998; Pascher et al., 1987) in both bilayers. This headgroup thickness was also consistent with previous findings suggesting that the L-PG headgroup existed in a loop structure due to an internal ionic bond between its protonated ε-amine and its phosphate group (El Mashak and Tocanne, 1979) .
Co-deposition of the magainin 2 F5W peptide with the S. aureus 476 lipid extract bilayers facilitated differences in the responses of the pH 7.4 and pH 5.5 extracts. The pH 7.4 extract bilayers exhibited a decrease in d-spacing of 4.6 Å and a marked reduction in the intensity of the first order Bragg reflection ( Figure 5 ), which may be indicative of increased bilayer disorder (Staudegger et al., 2000) . Whilst the pH 5.5 extract bilayers exhibited a 3.1 Å reduction in d-spacing as a result of peptide addition, together with a small reduction in first order Bragg reflection intensity. The peak-to-peak distances of the SLD profiles ( Figure 5 insets) suggest that the pH 7.4 extract bilayer reduces in thickness from ~47 Å to ~43 Å upon addition of the peptide. The pH 5.5 extract bilayers also decrease in thickness in response to peptide addition, from ~47 Å to ~44 Å.
In the co-deposited samples both the magainin 2 F5W and the bacterial lipid extracts were hydrogenated and therefore provided little in the way of the SLD contrast necessary to localise the peptide in relation to the density profile of the lipid bilayers ( Figure 5 insets) . Nevertheless, the differences apparent in the SLD profiles for both lipid extracts upon mixing with the peptide were of sufficient magnitude to allow us to estimate the regions of the bilayer containing the peptide. The difference profile shown alongside the SLD profiles for bilayers in the absence and presence of peptide clearly illustrate the density changes across the bilayer normal elicited by the presence of magainin 2 F5W. For the pH 7.4 lipid extract sample, the density changes observed upon peptide addition may indicate that it resides both in the headgroup regions and in the hydrophobic core of the bilayers. This is in marked contrast to the pH 5.5 extract bilayers, which show only very small density changes in the headgroup regions and no peptide in the bilayer core.
Despite the fact that culture pH has been known to stimulate the biosynthesis of L-PG in S. aureus for almost five decades (Gould and Lennarz, 1970) the physiological significance of this phenomenon has become somewhat neglected. Most recent research has focused on the genetic regulation and role of the lysyl-transferase MprF (responsible for L-PG biosynthesis) in resistance to host defensins, other antimicrobial peptides and lipopeptides (Li et al., 2007; Mukhopadhyay et al., 2007; Nishi et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2009 ). However, these factors form part of a number of concomitant and overlapping stressors, which threaten S. aureus in its environmental niche as a human commensal, and thus have important implications for its ability to colonise and cause pathology in certain hosts. The epidermis and mucosal surfaces which are commonly colonised by S. aureus are rich in defensive peptides and are characterised by their mild acidity (Arendt et al., 2012) , both of which serve as innate defences against pathogenic bacteria. The fact that biosynthesis of bacterial aminoacyl-phosphatidylglycerols such as L-PG is stimulated by these and other mucosal defences (Arendt et al., 2012) , serves to reinforce the importance of studying the mechanism whereby these lipids may facilitate bacterial survival. Whereas most publications have speculated that increased L-PG mediates resistance to membrane-active antimicrobials by neutralising membrane charge (Roy, 2009 ) through the formation of lipid ion-pairs, the evidence of this study points to a more nuanced picture of L-PG's role in defending membrane integrity.
From the phospholipid extracts we examined by 31 P NMR, the observation that in neutral pH growth medium all five S. aureus strains contained ~30% L-PG is 2 to 10 times higher than has been reported in other recent studies (Mukhopadhyay et al., 2007; Nishi et al., 2004) , but is consistent with those previously reported for S. aureus grown in glucose-containing basal media (Gould and Lennarz, 1970) . These apparent discrepancies in the detected proportions of L-PG in S. aureus membranes can be attributed to a number of factors, including the influence of culture media ingredients (Gould and Lennarz, 1970) , and the necessity to acidify extraction solvents in order to prevent hydrolysis of the alkali-labile L-PG (Foreman-Wykert et al., 2000) . The fact that previous studies have relied on thin layer chromatography using alkaline solvents (Mukhopadhyay et al., 2007; Nishi et al., 2004) to analyse the content of S. aureus lipid extracts, would certainly lead to low estimates of L-PG content being reported, due to hydrolysis of the lipid during analysis (Danner et al., 2008) . In our study, culture at pH 5.5 elicited an increase in L-PG biosynthesis in all of the strains tested, some of which showed amounts increase to ~50% of total phospholipid. Less impressive increases in L-PG content were detected in strains G33 and H64, which may be expected since mprF polymorphism is known to occur in clinical strains of MRSA and leads to markedly different rates of L-PG biosynthesis (Yang et al., 2009) . The acid-induced increase in levels of L-PG which we observed was not only consistent with previous findings (Gould and Lennarz, 1970) but was corroborated by the zeta potential and air/liquid monolayer characterisation conducted on the lipid extracts.
The theorised tandem effects of charge dampening and increased ordering in membranes with higher L-PG content (Roy, 2009 ) were both effectively demonstrated following the analysis of S. aureus extracts by zeta potential and air/liquid interface monolayer isotherms. However, there is one very important caveat, evident from our results, which is that increased L-PG alone does not significantly affect the membrane charge although it does seem to be important for altering the ordering of lipid monolayers. Both of these properties appear to be highly dependent upon the ionisation state of the L-PG headgroup, in addition to the amount of the lipid present. With respect to the zeta potential measurements, assuming that the lipid distribution in the extract vesicles was symmetric across both leaflets, the results obtained appear unequivocal. The zeta potentials of the reconstituted S. aureus lipid membranes are only effectively neutralised when the proportion of L-PG is greater than 44% and the bulk pH is reduced from 7.4 to 5.5, since only these fall within the ±20 mV range indicative of particle neutrality (Clogston and Patri, 2011) . This neatly demonstrates the importance of the ionisation state of the L-PG headgroup α-amine (pKa ~7.0) in facilitating the membrane lipid ion-pairing thought to be in part responsible for antimicrobial peptide resistance in S. aureus and other bacteria. A similar pattern of results was observed in the results of the Langmuir monolayer data. These experiments were designed to detect any changes in lipid ordering, by examining the effects of L-PG content on the surface compressibility moduli and LE/LC phase onset in the lipid extract monolayers.
Although there is some intra-strain consistency in the compressibility modulus data, which suggests that decreasing the subphase pH and thus the proportion of ionpaired lipids, increases the rigidity of the monolayers, the inter-strain results are not comparable. This most likely results from inaccuracies in the estimated average molecular weights of the lipids due to the presence of fluctuating amounts of impurities within the different batches of bacterial lipid extracts. Conversely, the LE/LC phase onset results are independent of the average molecular weight and are thus comparable between the different strains. These data show a clear relationship between L-PG content at the surface pressure at which the LE/LC phase begins. The general trend of both increased L-PG and decreased pH eliciting onset of the LE/LC transition at lower surface pressures, probably indicates that a modest monolayer ordering effect is facilitated by both of these factors.
Having thus established the enhancing effect of mild acidity on both L-PG biosynthesis and its ability to alter membrane properties through ion-pairing, in different bacterial strain lipid extracts, the effect of L-PG on antimicrobial peptide activity was studied exclusively with S. aureus 476 lipids. Subphase injection of the amphibian AMP mutant magainin 2 F5W offered a convenient way to assess the ability of the peptide to penetrate into lipid monolayers (Maget-Dana, 1999) under different conditions of pH and L-PG content. Indeed this technique has recently been employed to demonstrate that a mildly acidic subphase pH enhances the penetration of an anionic amphiphilic peptide into model S. aureus lipid monolayers containing synthetic lysyl-DOPG (Dennison et al., 2016) . Our approach has been to analyse the kinetics of peptide-monolayer interactions in order to go beyond commonly employed qualitative descriptions of the data (Hubbard et al., 2017) . From the data obtained, the interaction impeding and attenuating effects are evident, whereby increasing the monolayer L-PG content and decreasing the subphase pH acted synergistically to impressively reduce peptide penetration. Indeed the very small magnitude (δΠ ~2 mN/m) of the surface pressure increase seen upon injection of the peptide under S. aureus 476 lipid monolayers from pH 5.5 extracts on a pH 5.5 subphase are indicative of some small headgroup interactions and little or no intercalation into the lipid layer (Demel et al., 1973) . This would appear to corroborate a previous study into S. aureus antimicrobial peptide resistance, which used synthetic L-PGcontaining liposomes and concluded that increased L-PG did not attenuate peptidemembrane interactions, but did prevent membrane lysis (Kilelee et al., 2010) . However, a more appropriate comparison between that study and ours required the more detailed analysis of the peptide interaction obtained from our neutron diffraction measurements.
Partitioning of Magainin 2 is known to cause significant thinning of synthetic bacterial membranes, by ~2.5 Å at 92% RH, which was suggested to occur when peptide residing at the interfacial region increased lipid chain disorder (Ludtke et al., 1995) . With our natural lipid extracts under similar conditions (with 2 mol% peptide in contrast to 1.5% (Ludtke et al., 1995) and ~100% RH) a maximal magainin-induced bilayer thinning of 3.4 Å was observed in the pH 7.4 extract sample (~30% L-PG).
Increasing the amount of L-PG to over 50% (in the pH 5.5 extract) elicited a slight reduction in tinning, to 2.1 Å and reduced the amount of bilayer disorder elicited by the presence of the peptide. Evidence from the SLD profiles suggests that although the increased L-PG excluded more of the peptide from the hydrophobic core of the bilayers, it remained associated with the headgroups (Figure 6 ), a conclusion seemingly consistent with results obtained from studying the lytic activity of peptides against L-PG-containing vesicles (Andra et al., 2011; Kilelee et al., 2010) and from the monolayer partitioning results obtained in this study. However, the lack of pH control in the neutron diffraction studies should be borne in mind when comparing these data with previous studies. The apparent decrease in peptide penetration may result purely from reduced affinity due to an increase in the amount of neutral lipid present, and not as a result of L-PG-mediated repulsion. As our peptide-monolayer interaction data shows, simply increasing the amount of L-PG at neutral pH, is enough to significantly attenuate peptide partitioning, but it requires full ionisation of L-PG to trigger its full membrane-defensive potential.
When discussing the validity of any data obtained using natural or synthetic L-PG, consideration of its alkali-lability is imperative. Although the experiments described in this paper were designed to minimise both chemical and physical stresses on the lipid, it is inevitable that any handling would result in some degree of hydrolysis (Campbell, 1982; Danner et al., 2008) . Although our extraction and analysis techniques negated the use of neutral or alkaline solvents (Mukhopadhyay et al., 2007; Nishi et al., 2004) which would have resulted in underestimation of L-PG content and our sample preparation avoided the use of sonication (Andra et al., 2011; Kilelee et al., 2010) which would undoubtedly destroy L-PG, our results must however be viewed with at least some caution. Having said that we nevertheless believe that this study provided compelling evidence for the importance of mild acidity in both enhancing L-PG biosynthesis and facilitating its membrane-protective functions of charge dampening and increasing rigidity.
The data presented here shed some light on how L-PG might play a role in both survival of S. aureus during colonisation and even infection of its human host. In its commensal niche and its virulent state, S. aureus is able to survive on body surfaces and within intracellular compartments which are both mildly acidic and rich in antimicrobial peptides (Arendt et al., 2012; Gresham et al., 2000; Peschel et al., 2001) , two factors known to trigger increased L-PG biosynthesis (Gould and Lennarz, 1970; Li et al., 2007) . Even in strains which produce lower amounts of L-PG in response to such stimuli, such as the MRSA G33 used in this study, protective levels in the outer leaflet of the plasma membrane could be maintained by the MprF flopase sub-unit which facilitates its asymmetric distribution . The presence of a higher proportion of L-PG on the cell membrane outer leaflet not only facilitates its function, but also protects it from degradation due to the mild acidity naturally maintained in that region of the cell envelope (Collins and Hamilton, 1976) . All of which further reinforces the vital importance of considering pH in any future research into the role of L-PG in S. aureus and other bacteria. 
